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Keane: We’ve watched with interest the remarkable success you’ve had over two years. In 2007, I was
giving up hope. You’ve turned that around. It is all about leadership and courage, and yours was
decisive.
Hussein: Thank you so much. I could not do it all on my own. The success is thanks to all your help.
Keane: Mostly you, but we always helped.
Hussein: Clapping takes two hands.
Keane: What is your future direction?
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Hussein: I think we’re on the right direction. Briefly, the future. Our idea is that the National Police will
be responsible for security all over Iraq, in every province.
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Keane: How do you have National Police in every province after the elections when the governor does
not control the National Police?
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Hussein: I think this force will work in a province under the authority of Baghdad. The province has no
authority over it. This way they can do what they must and operate freely. The plan is to mix and match
forces across the country. We have a plan for NP in Baghdad, which depends on the security situation.
After the Army secures Baghdad, then the NP will take over security of Baghdad. We’ll divide coverage
of the country into the three regions: south, central, and north. This is our future.
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Keane: Will NP brigades take orders from commanders of operational centers, like in Basra or Mosul?
Hussein: They’ll be a center . . . our future vision is population security and freedom of movement for
everyone. It is very unpleasant to see a tank on the road. Iraqis should not have to have checkpoints.
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Keane: When do you think coalition forces will be able to pull out of the cities and leave it to the IPs and
the NPs?
Hussein: We’ll take it a step at a time, but under a year.
Keane: I’d be cautious. We made the mistake in 2006 of moving too fast.
Hussein: I will never underestimate the enemy or lose the victory.
Keane: We need to be cautious. I know there is pressure to pull back and reduce the pressure of the
image of “occupation.”
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Hussein: The situation is very sensitive. For example, in Basra, after the Charge of the Knights operation,
a bad guy fled. He tried to return. The neighbors spotted him, beat him, and turned him in. Why? The
operation gave the people of Basra their freedom. They knew they did not want to go back to militias.
If we start rebuilding, all the people will join the effort. . . . The Iraqi population suffers from a lack of
education. We must build them up. The more we educate the more they’ll support the GoI and turn
against bad people. If we could send the uneducated to the west, let them learn and become educated,
they would come back and understand. AQ moved in because the people allowed them to. After seeing
what AQ did, the people rejected AQI and kicked them out. We should do everywhere what we did in
Ramadi.
Keane: What are the remaining problems?
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Hussein: We face big challenges. For example, the National Police don’t have a budget, and we need
help working it out [with the MoI]. We’re dealing with them. Basra, Sadr City, and Mosul are on track.
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Keane: Thanks for your hospitality.
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Hussein: The problem that the NP has is this. This month feels like saying goodby to all who have helped
us through the hardest time. Our NP is much better.
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